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a b s t r a c t 

Ceramic 3D printing has gained rapid development in recent years. Especially, desktop ceramic 3D print- 

ers get more and more popular for designers, artists, and makers to work with clays. As a highly viscous 

pseudoplastic liquid, the printing material clay produces featured aesthetics, and also indicates several 

manufacturing constraints. There are barely customized modeling tools for ceramic printing. Targeting for 

ceramic printing, we present a user-interactive modeling and fabricating framework using sweeping lines 

as the design tool. We integrate the ceramic printing constraints like self-supporting and collision-free 

in the modeling stage. Then we propose a customized method for generating the printing file, with the 

guarantee that the extruder traces a single continuous path without starts and stops. To fulfill this goal, 

we compute an adaptive zig-zag path along the sweeping surface. During the fabrication, our continu- 

ous path avoids the potential collision between the printing head and the physical model. Moreover, we 

optimize the extrusion amount along with the extruder movement, such that overlap between neigh- 

boring layers is appropriate in terms of both model stability and cost-effectiveness. We demonstrate the 

fabrication process and physical results to validate our method. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Various ceramics materials have versatile and excellent prop-

erties, like high mechanical strength and hardness, good ther-

mal and chemical stability and viable thermal, optical, electrical,

and magnetic performance [1] . Therefore they are used in a wide

range of applications, including the chemical industry, electron-

ics, aerospace, biomedical engineering, and decorations. With the

rapid development of additive manufacturing, there are different

ceramic 3D printing techniques like binder jetting, stereolithogra-

phy, and material deposition etc. Among them, material deposition,

also known as robocasting (RC), or direct ink writing (DIW), is the

most common technique [2] . It can be regarded as a modification

of fused deposition modeling (FDM) technique, but with extruders

adapted to the semi-liquid pastes. This technique takes clay as the

material and therefore is of the least expensive cost and fast man-

ufacturing process. The fabrication process is also similar to the

traditional “coiling” technique [3] , which has been used to shape

clay into vessels for many thousands of years. 

There are many open-source projects for building desktop

ceramic 3D printers specialized for clay as the material. Such

consumer-level 3D printers get more and more popular with de-
∗ Corresponding author. 
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igners, artists, and makers who like to work with clays. However,

here are barely modeling tools customized for ceramic for inex-

erienced designers. Most printed ceramic artworks are of simple-

hape, like vases and potteries. Therefore, we aim at proposing a

ser-interactive modeling and fabrication framework for ceramic

D printing that can provide enough design space for normal users.

onsidering the ceramic property, we focus on the surface rather

han volume modeling in this attempt. 

As a viscous and soft paste, clay induces special constraints for

D printing. Specifically, clay maintains the same soft consistency

uring the entire printing process. As elaborated in [1] , when mov-

ng the print head without extruding, the paste will not imme-

iately be detached from the model and thus cause deformations

nd printing failure. Therefore, a single continuous print path with-

ut transfer moves for the entire model should be guaranteed. 

We utilize the sweeping surfaces as the modeling tool and

ridge the modeling and fabrication stages considering the fabri-

ation constraints. That is, we directly translate the users’ design

ntention into a legal printing file for extrusion-based ceramic 3D

rinters. We customize both the printing tool path and the extru-

ion amount such that the printed model is valid, and no collision

r collapse would happen in the printing process. 

The main contributions of our approach are as follows: 

• We introduce a user-interactive sweeping surface modeling

scheme that integrates the ceramic printing constraints. The

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2020.05.007
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cag
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.cag.2020.05.007&domain=pdf
mailto:llu@sdu.edu.cn
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2020.05.007
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The overlap between clay layers is sufficient and cost-effective. 
users input two profile curves and one trajectory curve as the

design intention; our framework corrects the curves if they vio-

late the self-supporting or non-self-intersection constraints and

then directly translate the design into a valid G-code file. 
• We propose a novel printing file generation algorithm for ce-

ramic 3D printing, which produces a single continuous printing

tool path without transfer moves. Considering the characteris-

tics of clay, we present the adaptive zig-zag path generation

method and control the extrusion amount along the continu-

ous path, to guarantee the continuity and avoid collapse. 

. Related work 

Lightweight Modeling for Fabrication Along with the rapid devel-

pment of 3D printing techniques, as well as the printing materi-

ls, modeling tools are still in the developing stage. Design tools

or inexperienced users with no expert knowledge or skills on 3D

odeling are of high demand. 

Much research effort has been devoted to lightening the 3D

odeling process and integrating fabrication constraints in the

odeling stage. Recent works consider different kinds of fabrica-

ion techniques and produce customized wire jewelries [4] , lamp-

hades [5] , wire sculptures [6] etc. For comprehensive surveys of

he literature, we refer to [7,8] . 

Sketching is an essential interactive modeling method, which

as been facilitated by the large amount of research work.

ae et al. [9] proposed a sketching interface using digitized pen

trokes to simulate the pen and paper curve modeling process.

im et al. [10] defined brushes to realize an interactive sculpt-

ng approach that enables modeling of support-free objects. Recent

ethods integrate geometric principles or deep-learning to guide

he modeling of freeform surfaces from sketches [11–13] , or 2D sil-

ouettes [14] . 

As a physical sketching tool, a 3D extruder pen is also utilized

n personal fabrication [15] . Yue et al. [16] built a mixed reality

ystem to guide the wire sculpturing using a 3D pen. 

Interactive Sweeping Modeling As a useful curve sketching and

odeling tool, sweeping is a standard command in CAD mod-

ling systems like AutoCAD, SolidWorks [17] , SketchUp [18] , and

KETCH [19] . A sweeping surface is created by extending a profile

urve along a specified path. 

Fowler et al. [20] presented a comprehensive model of seashells

etermined by sweeping a generating curve along the helico-

piral. Chen et al. [21] modelled the model based on the user-

efined 2D profile and main axis of the 3D object in the input

mage. Li et al. [22] developed a sketch-based modeling interface,

hich takes a pair of user strokes as input and instantly gener-

tes a curved 3D surface by sweeping one stroke along the other.

eng et al. [23] proposed lofted shapes modeling from a single im-

ge and user input strokes. However, the above methods aim at ge-

metric modeling and barely consider the fabrication constraints,

ike printability, self-support, etc. 

Vinayak and Ramani [24] proposed an interactive modeling tool

or potteries, using hand grasp and motion to express the user’s

ntention. Such models can be fabricated for ceramic printing, but

he shapes are too simple to be attractive. Different from the above

ethods, we aim at bridging the modeling and fabricating stages,

roviding the users with enough design freedom, and directly pro-

uce the printing file. 

Printing File Computation A 3D printer uses a numerically con-

rolled programming language made up of a series of commands,

o-called G-Code. These commands tell the printer exactly what

ctions to perform - moving path, speed, extrusion amount, tem-

eratures, etc. Efficient tool path is crucial for material extrusion-

ased additive manufacturing [25] , which affects both the printing

fficiency and effectiveness. Zhao et al. [26] proposed a region fill
lgorithm using connected Fermat spirals with global continuity,

hich has good performance for complex shapes or interior struc-

ures. They further applied the spirals to subtractive manufactur-

ng [27] . Jin et al. [28] developed a path filling pattern to avoid

he retraction during the pasted materials deposition process. Eti-

nne et al. [29] introduced curved toolpaths for standard 3-axis

rinters to print curved objects, to reduce the staircase defects. 

The printing path should be carefully modulated in robotic

abrication system. One of the critical issues in such a contin-

ous extrusion printing scheme is to avoid the collisions dur-

ng motion. Wu et al. [30] computed collision-free tool paths

or printing wire mesh models. Huang et al. [31] further con-

idered stability constraints jointly with the collision-free con-

traints. Dai et al. [32] fabricated solid models along variational

irections on 5-DOF volume printing. They computed the feasi-

le sequence of material deposition for the given model consider-

ng the path continuity, collision-free, and support-free constraints.

hatt et al. [33] established a two-manipulator system including

 3-DOF build-platform and a 3-DOF extrusion tool to build free-

orm thin shell parts. 

The extrusion amount can also be modulated to generate aes-

hetic expressions of the printed models [34,35] . 

Fabrication constraints imposed by printable clay is similar, but

ore “strict”, i.e., the print head is extruding during the whole

rinting process. Hergel et al. [1] proposed a method for inte-

rated tool path planning and support structure generation tailored

o the extrusion-based ceramics printing. The authors introduced

roxy geometry that safeguards the model and allows the deposi-

ion paths to navigate around the model while maintaining a close

ut safe distance. In our case, our fabricated model is a shell sur-

ace. Thus we customize the printing file by optimizing both the

ool path and the extrusion amount to ensure the printability and

nhance the stability. To the best of our knowledge, we are the

rst to customize the G-code file in terms of both toolpath and

xtrusion amount for ceramic printing. 

. Overview 

Our framework includes two stages, user-interactive modeling,

nd printing file generation. 

The users are asked to draw two profile curves C s , C t and one

rajectory curve � with the center o located at the origin on the

D canvas ( Fig. 1 (a-b)). We assume the printing direction is z -axis,

 s and C t starting with zero z -value. The trajectory � is defined in

he xoy -plane. The sweeping surface is determined by the revolu-

ion from C s to C t along with � about z -axis, as shown in Fig. 2 . 

Once the three curves are settled by the user, we generate

he sample points of the underlying sweeping surface and per-

orm an automatic local refinement on the sample points, such

hat the model is support-free and self-intersection-free, i.e., ready

or clay 3D printing. Then we generate the printing file with no

eed to reconstruct the surface mesh. We propose a novel tool-

ath generation algorithm specified for ceramic printing with clay,

n which both the trajectories of the extrusion head and the extru-

ion amount are variables and carefully computed. 

Our toolpath is tailored for the open sweeping surface with no

ll-in, considering fabrication constraints for extrusion-based ce-

amic printing, as follows. 

• The clay is continuously extruded, i.e., the deposition path is a

strictly single continuous path with no stop. 
• There is no collision between the extrusion head and printed

model in the whole printing process. 
• The model stands in printing with no extra support structures. 
•
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Fig. 1. The modeling and printing pipeline. Given two profile curves C s , C t (a) and the trajectory curve � (b), we formulate the sweeping surface and translate it into the 

printing file with a non-stop continuous path and adaptive extrusion amount, targeting for the extrusion-based ceramic printing process (c), such that the model can be 

fabricated correctly (d). In the whole process, we do not need to reconstruct the surface model. 

Fig. 2. The sweeping surface is controlled by two profile curves C s (green) and C t 
(yellow), the trajectory curve � (red) around z -axis. (For interpretation of the ref- 

erences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. The sweeping surfaces with different interpolation functions between profile 

curves, shown in the bottom right corner for each shape. All the other parameters 

are identical for the three shapes. 
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The path generation is performed based on tracing the sample

points along the sweeping surface in a zig-zag manner. To avoid

the collision between the extruder and the printed model, we en-

sure that the height difference between the two corresponding

points on C s and C t is smaller than the height of the extruder. To

extend between the two profile curves with the height difference

larger than the extruder, we compute the adaptive returning points

along the path. Such that the adaptive zig-zag path is computed

( Fig. 1 (c)). 

The extrusion amount is initially set as the minimal value, and

then the amount is optimized according to the overlap between

layers, such that no collapse would happen. 

Finally, we generate the printing file of the sweeping surface for

ceramic 3D printing and fabricate the physical object ( Fig. 1 (d)). 

4. Sweeping surface modeling 

We develop a lightweight modeling interface for common users

that are not familiar with the CAD software rich of professional

knowledge. The users draw two profile curves C s , C t and one tra-

jectory curve � using the clamped cubic B-spline curve on the 2D

canvas ( Fig. 2 ). 

Moreover, we provide a control curve for users to edit the in-

terpolation function to have more freedom on the surface shape.
he interpolation function determines how C s sweeps to C t along

, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 . By default, the function is set as lin-

ar, as shown in the leftmost subfigure. Note that we only allow

onotonic functions here, to avoid the possible collisions during

he fabrication due to equipment limitations. We also allow the

sers to take a pre-defined curve as an input � , as long as it is

ontinuous and self-intersection free. 

Regarding to the constraints for ceramic 3D printing, the

weeping surface should be self-supporting and without self-

ntersection. Therefore, in addition to ensuring the monotonicity of

rofile curves along the printing direction ( z -axis) and no intersec-

ion among C s , C t and � , we automatically tune the profile curves

uch that they are support free and there is no self-intersection for

he whole sweeping surface. To perform the curve modulation, we

enerate sample points to represent the sweeping surface. 

Sample points generation For two profile curves C s and C t , we

enote the height by Z ( C s ) and Z ( C t ), respectively. Denote the min-

mum layer height by �z 0 . We equidistantly sample min ( Z ( C s ),

 ( C t ))/ �z 0 points on C s and C t , respectively, obtaining two sample

ets V s and V t . We also equidistantly sample the trajectory curve

into n points. Then we apply interpolation between V s and V t 

long � following the user-specified interpolation function, pro-

ucing n − 2 transition curves represented by intermediate points

n each transition curve. Points in V s , V t , and intermediate points

f transition curves have a one-to-one correspondence in z -axis or-

er. 

Support-free correction The overhang angle threshold for clay

s larger than that of thermoplastic materials in extrusion-based

rinting techniques. In our experiments, this threshold is 57 ◦ (see

iscussions in Section 5.3 ). We locally modify two profile curves

nd all transition curves if there exist points that violate the over-

ang threshold. 
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Fig. 4. User input correction. (a) The profile curve violating the support-free con- 

straint is automatically corrected. (b) Self-intersection in the sweeping surface is 

detected and treated. 
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Fig. 5. Illustration for extrusion amount calculation. 
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Specifically, for each profile curve or transition curve, we tra-

erse the sample points along z -axis from z = 0 . For each sample

oint, we compute its slope angle, i.e., the angle between the line

onnecting the point and its neighbor and z -axis. If the slope angle

s larger than the overhang angle threshold, we compute the new

osition of the sample point that satisfies the threshold and drag

t to the new position. Then we apply the same translation opera-

ion to the following points on the curve. The same detection and

reatment are applied to all curves, starting from C s to C t along the

ransition curves. An example of the correction is shown in Fig. 4

a). 

Self-intersection detection and treatment Self-intersection may

ccur even though C s , C t and � are of no self-intersections ( Fig. 4

b)). Therefore, the self-intersection detection for the whole surface

s required. 

We traverse any two points on � , and if the straight line con-

ecting them is close to the origin o , we apply further check for

heir transition curves. If the distance between two intermediate

oints on the transition curves is approximately zero, the sweep-

ng surface is self-intersected. 

We iteratively compress C s and C t along x -axis until the self-

ntersection is eliminated. See the example in Fig. 4 (b). We note

hat our treatment here is brute-force and there may be alterna-

ives for eliminating the intersection with less modifications of the

ntire shape. 

. Printing file generation 

.1. Continuous fabrication constraints 

We use direct ink writing (DIW) technique for the 3D ceramic

rinting. The characteristics of clay induce that we need a single

ontinuous printing path for the entire model, in which the extru-

ion is continuous without starts and stops. 

We take advantages of the clay material that the single path

s stable enough, and only fabricate the sweeping surface with no

ll-in structures. I.e., we tend to compute the continuous tool path

long with the sweeping surface, like a curvy wall. 

Since our sweeping surface is an open model, the conventional

ayer by layer slicing and path planning tools cannot guarantee the

ontinuity of the path. Sometimes, errors will even be reported

hen slicing. Therefore, we need to customize the printing file

eneration algorithm for the designs. 

G-code format G-code is a series of commands to control a 3D

rinter, telling the 3D printer exactly what actions to perform, such

s where to move, what speed to use, what temperatures to set,

nd much more. 

Here we show a sample G-code segment: 

G0 F2400 X54.0445 Y163.005 Z1.16 

G1 F20 0 0 X57.9786 Y162.8205 Z1.320 0 E3.250 0 

G1 X61.9337 Y162.550 0 Z1.480 0 E5.2073 
G0 is a command for non-extrusion rapid linear movements. G1

ommand tells the printer to move in a straight line to the loca-

ion that X , Y , or Z values specify. The E value corresponds to the

xtrusion amount of the material. The F value defines the move-

ent speed of the printer, specified in units of mm / min . 

In this work, we compute the path as well as the extrusion

mount along each step. 

Fabrication parameters To generate the G-code file, the printing

arameters are taken into account, including the height of the ex-

ruder H , the minimum layer height �z 0 , the minimum line width

 min , and the maximum line width w max . The line width repre-

ents the width of the printing path. Fig. 5 is favorable for users to

nderstand the specific content of these parameters. These param-

ters are mainly determined by the inner diameter of the extruder.

n our setting, �z 0 = 1 . 25 mm, w min = 3 mm and w max = 6 mm . 

In our algorithm, we compute the actual extrusion amount e of

very point on the printing path, illustrated in Fig. 5 . Here, V 0 and

 1 indicate two neighboring printing points on the same layer of

he printing path, i.e., a moving step, and the step size is L . The

verage line width for V 0 and V 1 is denoted by w, and the average

ayer height is �z . The final extrusion amount e on V 0 is approxi-

ated by the volume of the yellow cuboid. The E value in G-code

s computed by dividing e by the rotating speed of extrusion screw,

hich determines the clay extrusion flow. 

The printing file generation algorithm is given in Algorithm 1 .

lgorithm 1 Printing file generation. 

nput: The surface parameters C s , C t , � and fabrication parameters

H, �z 0 , w min , w max ; 

utput: The G-code file. 

1: Initialize the G-code file; 

2: Adaptive zig-zag Path Generation (C s , C t , �, H, �z 0 ) ; 

3: Adaptive Extrusion Amount Computation ( P , w min , w max ); 

4: Wrap up the printing file; 

5: return The printing file. 

iven the surface parameters and fabrication parameters, the al-

orithm generates the G-code file for ceramic printing. There are

wo key components: first settle the sample points to represent

he sweeping surface and control the extruder path, and then de-

ermine the extrusion amount for each move step. 

.2. Adaptive zig-zag path generation 

We first generate the sample points based on the design curves

o represent the sweeping surface and then compute the contin-

ous toolpath. Due to the possible collision during the fabrication

rocess, we propose a two-stage path strategy. 
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Fig. 6. Collisions avoidance during the extrusion head movement. (a) Collisions oc- 

cur in the manufacturing; (b) The model is successfully printed with our printing 

path considering collision avoidance. 

Fig. 7. The printing path generated by our algorithm. Green path indicates the 

lower part; yellow path indicates the upper part. Both sets of paths form the single 

continuous zig-zag tool path.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Adaptive extrusion amount computation. (a) Insufficient extrusion amount 

causes instability and model collapse; (b) Adaptive extrusion amount produces sta- 

ble results. 
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Collisions in the fabrication Since the extruder follows a continu-

ous toolpath along the sweeping surface (instead of layer by layer),

collisions between the extrusion head and the printed model may

happen during the fabrication process. As shown in Fig. 6 (a), such

accident occurs when the height difference of C s and C t in z -axis is

larger than H . To avoid this collision, we propose a two-stage path

strategy that keeps the height difference of any two points in the

same printing layer lower than H . 

The basic idea is to divide the path into two parts and generate

the adaptive zig-zag path, respectively. For the convenience of il-

lustration, we assume C s is shorter than C t . An illustration is given

in Fig. 7 , in which the trajectory is a straight line. 

We divide C t into two parts at z -value Z(C s ) + H, referring to

the lower and the upper parts (red and blue) in Fig. 7 . For C s and

the lower part of C t , we equidistantly sample them using the pa-

rameter �z 0 into the same number of points, respectively, as de-

scribed in sample points generation above. We connect the sam-

ple points in the same layer which has one-to-one correspondence

generating the zig-zag tool path along the trajectory, shown as the

green printing path in Fig. 7 . During printing, the height position

of the extruder varies continuously in the same printing layer with

the height changes of two corresponding endpoints. 

For the upper part, we follow the steps below. We calculate z -

axis values of returning points by adding up the sampling distance

of V t to Z ( C s ). For every calculated z -axis value, we look up the

highest point of every transition curve, which has the nearest dis-

tance with it as the returning point, such as the purple point in

Fig. 7 . We start from the end of the last path, generating the zig-

zag tool path according to the un-printed sample points of V t and
eturning points. The yellow printing path in Fig. 7 is generated in

his way. Refer to Algorithm 2 for the details. 

lgorithm 2 Adaptive Zig-zag Path Generation. 

nput: The surface parameters C s , C t , � and the nozzle height H,

the minimum layer height �z 0 ; 

utput: The G-code file. 

1: Generate the sample points based on C s , C t , �; 

2: if | Z(C t ) − Z(C s ) | < H then 

3: Build the zig-zag path P ; 

4: else 

5: Divide the higher curve into two parts at z-value

min (Z(C s ) , Z(C t )) + H; 

6: Generate the re-sample points based on the lower part of

the higher profile, the lowerprofile and �; 

7: Build the zig-zag path P l for the lower part; 

8: Compute returning points on transition curves; 

9: Build the zig-zag path P u between returning points and re-

maining sample points of the higher profile curve; 

10: Combine two path segments together P ← P l + P u ; 

11: end if 

12: Update the G-code file. 

.3. Adaptive extrusion amount computation 

Because the extrusion amount of clay for ceramic printing

s generally larger than other materials, the extrusion amount

or each move step is also a critical issue. Insufficient extrusion

mount would cause less support for adjacent layers and lead to

odel collapse, as shown in Fig. 8 (a). On the other hand, too much

xtrusion amount causes waste of materials, uncontrolled surface

uality and more fabrication time and thus uncertainty. Therefore,

e propose the adaptive extrusion amount computation method. 

As illustrated in Fig. 9 , the horizontal distance of two neighbor-

ng printing points of two neighboring layers is represented by s ,

he overlap width of two neighboring layers is represented by �a ,

nd w is the line width. The angle θ is between the printing direc-

ion and the tangent vector of the point. 

Since the clay will solidify in a short time, the subsequent

rinting layer is not easy to collapse due to superposition. There-

ore, we consider the previous layers are safe from collapse and

nly optimize on the line width of two neighboring layers. We re-

ark that this assumption only holds in a local range of layers. In

ur experiments, this strategy works as the models are relatively

mall (mostly height below 100mm) due to the limited building
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Fig. 9. Illustration on the adaptive extrusion amount computation. 
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Fig. 10. Our ceramic 3D printers. CERAMBOT Plus (left), CERAMBOT Mini 

(right) [36] . The building volume is 180 ∗190 ∗200mm, 120 ∗135 ∗100mm 

(width ∗depth ∗height), respectively. 

Table 1 

Computational statistics of six user designed and fabricated models. For each model 

created by users, we list its physical size (Size), number of total sample points 

(#SamplePts.) and the fabrication time (Time) in minutes. The design curves and 

fabricated results are in Fig. 11 , in which the models are labelled as t1 to t6 in a 

top-down order. 

Model Size (mm) #SamplePts. Time (min.) 

t1 132.3 × 139.0 × 102.5 43724 33 

t2 124.3 × 120.3 × 60.4 17420 13 

t3 148.3 × 151.7 × 113.2 39215 25 

t4 64.5 × 75.6 × 47.3 6842 5 

t5 115.4 × 81.2 × 14.6 5736 4 

t6 111.6 × 79.4 × 53.6 10944 7 
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w
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F

olume size. However, if the height of the models goes large, stress

nalysis for the whole model would be necessary. 

Our strategy is to ensure more than half of the line width of the

urrent layer or its gravity center lying on its previous neighboring

ayer. For the printing path we computed, we assume that the z -

xis motion of the extruder is unchanged, and only adjust the line

idth. The line width is proportional to the clay extrusion flow.

ere, we set the overlap proportion threshold as 2/3, which means

he overlap part of the current layer and its previous neighboring

ayer accounts for at least 2/3 of the width of the current layer.

his ratio is an empirical value based on experiments. 

In our framework, the initial width of the printing path for

he whole model is always set to be w min . Traversing every print-

ng point from the bottom layer to the top layer, we keep the

ine width of the current point and previously visited point of the

eighboring layer equal, while expanding or reducing their width

imultaneously with the same scale until the proportion of over-

ap reaches 2/3. It is often necessary to adjust the width of every

rinting point of each layer twice. If the calculated line width is

ess than w min , it is reset to w min . 

After traversal, the overlap part of every layer and its previous

eighboring layer accounts for greater than 1/2 of the width of the

urrent layer. 

When we achieve the printing path and its line width, we can

ompute the extrusion amount e for every point during printing.

he detailed algorithm is described in Algorithm 3 . Fig. 8 (b) shows

lgorithm 3 Adaptive Extrusion Amount Computation. 

nput: Printing path P , line width parameters w min and w max ; 

utput: The G-code file. 

1: i ← 1 ; 

2: for each V i ∈ P do 

3: s i ← projected distance of | V i − V i −1 | on xoy -plane; 

4: if 3 s i < w min then 

5: w i ← w min ; 

6: else 

7: w i ← 3 s i ; 

8: end if 

9: w i −1 ← w i ; 

10: end for 

11: Compute the extrusion amount e for each printing point; 

12: Update the G-code file. 

n example after the extrusion amount adjustment. 

According to fabrication tolerances and the line width adjust-

ent method we designed, the threshold of the overhang angle

an be calculated. When s is greater than 1 mm , the line width

s equal to s three times. The line width ranges from 3 mm to 6

m, so s ranges from 0 mm to 2 mm. Refer to Fig. 9 , we have
anθ = s/ �z. The minimum value of �z is 1.25 mm, so we get the

verhang angle θ ranging from 0 ◦ to 57 ◦. 

. Results and discussions 

We implemented our algorithm in C++ with a 2.5 GHZ CPU.

o evaluate our modeling interface, we invited ten undergradu-

te students to perform the surface design. It takes 2–10 minutes

or users to finish designing the profile curves and the trajectory

urve, depending on the complexity of the trajectory curves. Our

ath generation algorithm produces the G-code file in less than

ve seconds. 

We picked six samples from the user created surfaces and fab-

icated them with our two XYZ-type desktop 3D printers ( Fig. 10 ).

he printed results and related statistics are shown in Fig. 11 and

able 1 . The total number of sampling points is determined by

oth vertical sampling on the profile curves and horizontal sam-

ling on the trajectory curve. As mentioned above, we set the min-

mal sampling rate on the lower profile curve as �z 0 = 1.25 mm in

he experiments. The horizontal sampling rate on the trajectory is

mpirically set as 1.1 mm in the paper. The height of the extruder

e use in the experiment is H = 30 mm . 

The results show that our modeling tool can realize various

tyles of surfaces and the quality of physical models printed by

eramic printers is generally satisfactory. We label the models in

ig. 11 as t1–t6 in a top-down order. 
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Fig. 11. Sweeping surface modeling and corresponding ceramic 3D printing results for six models (rows). Left-to-right columns: two profile curves, the trajectory curve, the 

printing path generated by our algorithm (red and green dots represent the start point and end point, respectively), and corresponding physical model of ceramic 3D printing 

in side and front views, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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The trajectory curve in t1 is a user imported predefined curve,

the others are drawn by the cubic B-spline on the canvas. From t2

to t6, the number of control points for the trajectory curve is 73,

71, 20, 31, 30, respectively. 

Our modeling framework has no constraints on the height of

the two profile curves. The height of C s is less than that of C t for

t1, t2 and t3. The height of C s is greater than that of C t for t4 and

t6 and the height of C s and C t is very close for the model t5. 
For models t2 and t3, the height difference of the two profile

urves is greater than H . Therefore, the two-stage path strategy is

pplied in their tool path. 

The snail model (t6) benefits from the non-linear interpolation

unction between the profile curves, as the shell is thicker than the

ead. 

To finish the whole ceramic printing process, we dry the

rinted model for twelve hours, and fire it in a 1245 ◦ electric pot-
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ery kiln. The final result is stable and can be used in daily life. The

ize of the whole model will be reduced by nearly 10–20%. 

We note that since our models are all open surfaces, we can

till see the clay accumulation on the profile curves where the ex-

ruder turnarounds. This might can be further alleviated by tuning

he speed of the extruder. 

We also point out that our modeling and printing in this work

ainly target for personalized design for decorative stuff. Hence,

e have not considered the mechanical constraints like the global

tiffness in the modeling framework. Standard structure analysis

nd enhancement techniques can apply if needed. 

. Conclusions and future work 

In this paper, we propose a novel user-interactive modeling tool

ailored for ceramic 3D printing. Our method generates a single

ontinuous, self-supporting, collision-free deposition path for ce-

amic printing without reconstructing the mesh surface. The re-

ults show that our path generation approach improves on the

ange of models that can be printed in clay, and the printing pro-

ess is reliable. 

We believe that customized ceramic printing still has broad

rospects and would like to work with professional designers to

onsider more intuitive design tools. Developing design tools for

eramics in a virtual environment is also an interesting direction. 

We admit that the print quality for ceramics cannot match that

f 3D printing with thermoplastic materials. However, we would

onsider transferring this quality “inaccuracy” into customized sur-

ace textures, by further adapting the printing parameters. Such

urface textures can involve more functionalities for the person-

lized model, like grip and tactilities, etc. 
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